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What compensation model is best for your construction project? This discussion will highlight
features of different project delivery methods, focusing on a “Cost of the Work with GMP”
compensation approach. The guided discussion will identify how a GMP works and why it
differs from other compensation models. We will also explore different methods for GMP
development to achieve better pricing and cost control on construction projects.
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Compensation Models
Lump Sum: Owner pays the contractor’s price, no audit. Contractor bears risk on price and gets
benefit of savings.
Cost of the Work: Owner pays the cost plus a fee, auditable. Owner bears risk on price and gets
benefit on savings.
GMP: Owner pays the cost plus a fee subject to a “guaranteed maximum price,” auditable.
Contractor bears risk on price, and Owner gets benefit of savings.
- “Guaranteed”: Contractor takes risk on price by setting the ceiling
- “Maximum”: The ceiling may increase due to owner changes, unforeseen conditions

GMP Pricing Notes and Tips
Timing: The more detailed the drawings, the more accurate the GMP, and the less risk to both
parties. Typically, GMP set at end of design development
Scope: The contractor will soften the GMP with qualifications and assumptions, the owner will
narrow the exceptions.
Alternates and Allowances: These create flexibility in the GMP. The contractor will enlarge and
the Owner will trim. Alternates are typically lump sum items the Owner may select later.
Allowances are typically at cost and the overrun or savings go to the owner.
Contingency: It is typical to establish a contingency fund as a placeholder in the GMP to pay for
unforeseen problems. The fund can be tapped by contractor and reverts to owner at completion.
Savings: If the cost of the project is ultimately less than the GMP, contractors may ask to share
in the leftover funds. The parties negotiate a split. Ensure that savings are “earned” (i.e.,
resulting from contractor’s efficiency), not just left over “fluff” from a high bid.
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